PT CENTER
Construction Update 2015

Wiring is still going on the main block. Although it is without a ceiling, lighting will still be
possible by lowering the lamp holders to the right level.
The first major event at the PT
Center was at the end of January
when Berea Church youth held
a lock in at the venue. It was a
wonderful time that helped me
picture how church leaders will
spend time in this venue for
Africa’s transformation.

Much of the work in the last one month
has been in preparing toilet /bathroom.
Wiring has also been done in this
important facility.

We are currently working on the last seven
of the 16 door-frames – 7 bathrooms,
seven toilets and two urinals.

With door frames in place, tiling work
could begin in all the rooms. Floor and
wall tiles are what we use here for durability
and hygiene.

Most rooms have been worked on in
regard to tiling both the walls and the
floor.

It costs $9 to tile one square meter on
the wall, while it costs $14 to do one
square meter on the floor.

We have 368 square meters of the wall
to cover which will cost us about $3,312
and 130 square meters of the floor
which will require about $1,820 by the
time we are done.

There is always a temptation to go the
easier way round and call it cheaper,
but we are aiming at permanency and
a facility that will host people in a
more comfortable and enjoyable way.
So we seek the best deals and it often
takes us longer time to land on the
best materials and workers for the
good deal so that each dollar is
stretched.

Where the door frames are in place, and tiling done, we are fixing bathroom and toilet
accessories.

All accessories for bathrooms and
toilets were purchased – the toilet seats,
the cisterns, the sinks, taps etc.

Once all these are fixed, the venue
will be more in a usable state than
ever.

